
JERZY LUBELFELD 

Born 10/29/07 Warsaw, Poland. Not Jewish. Mother Regina Lilienthal and father Benedict, an 
accountant. Two Siblings. Religious instruction in public schools, including Judaism taught by a 
secular Jew. Says there may have been Jews in his family over 400 years in Poland. He went to 
Warsaw University and Polish Military School and has an engineering degree. Family Catholic, 
but not very religious or political. Wife is Anglican and son (b. 1950) is an Anglican priest. After 
WW I Poland reunited as a single state, ultimately under Gen. Pilsudski. Before unification, 
Poles were officers in the Russian and German/Austrian armies. Says Jews who had “sense” 
were trying to get out of Poland 1933-8. Unaware that many Polish/German Jews were dumped 
at the Polish border by the Nazis. He says Polish antisemitism less virulent than in other 
countries. He claims no pogroms in Poland, ignoring Lodz pogrom in 1905. And Polish show 
trials affecting Jews in 1930. He says Jews could live all over Warsaw but tended to stay 
together because of nearby synagogues. He was aware of rise of Nazis but thought Poland 
stronger than they were. He states that there were several high-ranking Jewish officers in the 
army and navy, although if they converted to Christianity they could become noblemen. In 
9/39, he as a LCDR in the Polish navy, stationed in Gdynia, second in command of the Coastal 
Defense command. He was taken prisoner by the Germans 9/19/39. Sent to prison camps in 
Prenslau, Neu Brandenberg, and finally Dessen. Camps run by SS and Gestapo but in accord 
with the Geneva Convention. In camp, there roll calls and some education courses taught by 
academic prisoner. He taught electricity until banned for fear that prisoners would set up 
radios, although there was one anyway. Prisoners with German sounding names, including 
Lubelfeld offered to become Volksdeutsch and serve in the German military. Lubelfeld refused 
as did most prisoners. After Russians stopped Germans outside of Moscow, camp commandant 
felt Germany would lose the war. Aware of “terrible” Holocaust but feels it was not limited to 
the Jews. Around 4/1/45, prisoners taken to Borgentreish where they stayed in barns until 
liberated by US 2nd Armored Division. Went back to the camp at Dessin where British took over 
and offered Polish naval officers a chance to go to the UK, which he did. After recuperation in 
Brighton, he was assigned to the Center at Training College., where he stayed and became head 
of the electrical engineering department. He met his wife, Joan Elliott and married 1948. 
Applied to the U. of Detroit in 1948 to teach. He became a US citizen 19 1953 and began work 
at th Air Force Institute of Technology at Wright Patterson AFB where he worked for 24 years 
until retirement in 1977.  
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